DashLink
ELD
Simple, Affordable, and
Flexible ELD Compliance

Electronic Logging Device (ELD)
Our DashLink device is a robust and easy-to-use ELD compliance solution
for engine-connected logs.

Connected
Compliance

Simplify the
Logging Process

BigRoad’s DashLink is the
easiest and most affordable way
to create compliant
engine-connected logs.

Driver duty status, vehicle drive
time, and driver availability is
automatically recorded from the
engine, creating accurate logs
and reports.

· Create accurate and
error-free driver logs

· Prevent HOS violations
and report errors

· Interchangable between
vehicles and drivers

· Create inspection ready logs

· Zero upfront hardware cost

· Get paper-free digital reports

Plug and Play
Quick and effortless installation.
Connect it to the vehicle and pair
it with your BigRoad Mobile App
via Bluetooth.
· Pass-through connections
available for multiple ECM and
diagnostic port types
· Easily switch between DashLink
equipped and non-DashLink
equipped vehicles
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#1 Electronic Logging Device

BigRoad is the drivers’
champion! It was the
winner of the Customer
Value Leadership Award
in 2017 and continues
to be a solution that
drivers and fleets love.

Mobile App Made for Drivers

Our mobile app was designed with our owneroperator customers in mind. It is very easy to
use and displays everything you need on one
screen. You will get automated record-of-duty
logbooks as well as inspection reports to show
to the DOT inspector.

FMCSA Compliant

DashLink provides you only with the most
accurate information on your Hours of Service.
It is connected to your vehicle’s ECM and
captures engine power, vehicle motion status,
miles driven and engine hours, as required by
the FMCSA.

Inspect Your Vehicle in Minutes

Driver vehicle inspection reports (DVIRs) are
time-consuming and have to be done before,
during and after every trip. Now, you can speed
up the process by logging all minor and major
defects straight in the app and easily notify
managers of needed maintenance.

Editable Logs

The logs are not set in stone and leave room for
changes to accommodate unforeseeable events
like bad weather conditions or traffic. Drivers
can edit logs or violation warnings in the app
with specific reason codes.

Know what to Expect

The app is configured to alert the drivers of
upcoming violations so that they can take
appropriate action when needed.

Manage Financial Risks

Avoid hefty FMCSA fines and penalties. Be
audit-ready at all times. Get the most accurate
IFTA reporting for tax breaks.

Reduce Fleet Downtime

Roadside inspections can be time-consuming,
delay loads, and impact time-sensitive cargo.
With automated Hours of Service logs, you
can present clean and accurate reports to the
DOT Inspector and have access to all critical
information at a touch of a screen.

Contact us for more information
at sales@bigroad.com or call
1-888-305-8777 ext. 2
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